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It was the hour for the Selamlik, when the Sultan
and the Khalif, as his ancestors had before him through-
out the centuries, went to public prayer and showed
himself as the Defender of the Faithful and the Monarch
of the World. To-day, there was to be no Selamlik
for there was i^o Sultan and the Khalif had been deposed.
Below lay the navies of the world, and behind them
the great nations searching for order and peace out
of the chaos left by war. In the palace sat the last of
a great race and the ruler of a broken empire. Behind
me, across Anatolia, born in the agony of death, striving
to put away from it the corruption of its fathers, was a
new nation. It was ragged and unkempt. Its future
was doubtful. It had hurled back the Greeks, who had
come as the agents of Europe and as Christian crusaders.
It had forced Europe to its knees. It had torn up its
own empire and ripped away its own traditions. It was
led by men full of ideas so new as to be primitive, who
hurried the complacent people into the steep paths of
experiments that had taken Europe a thousand years
to try.
Far away beyond the palace in a pearl haze lay the
Balkans full of new nations that hated the Turks. The
head of the Bosphorus was hidden by a bank of fog,
dark, lowering and black in the morning light. Wisps
of fog tore out and came down the Bosphorus. Behind
the fog lay Russia, impotent for the minute, but at heart
as insatiable as ever. Behind that fog and the pearl
haze of the Balkans lay the future.
The Lausanne Conference had started and events had
played once more for the Turks. On the aoth of October

